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Cari Minor and Ray Smith became Strangebyrds in 2011, 
their first self-titled release, Strangebyrds (2011) garnered a top ten 
local release by Marquee Magazine (Boulder/Denver) and their 
subsequent releases Migration (2013) and Devils & Desires (2015) 
received four out of five stars in the Marquee Magazine New Music 
Reviews. Both Cari and Ray have received song writing recognition 
multiple times from the Rocky Mountain Folks Festival and the Telluride 
Bluegrass Festival. Ray Smith wrote, performed and recorded the 
original music score for the documentary film Muscle Shoals (Magnolia 
Pictures) in their home studio, Gulch Groove Studio in Rollinsville, CO. 
Their latest album Devils & Desires was written just a few months after 
the loss of Cari’s father. Both Cari and Ray wrote a body of work that 
takes you across the journey of grief and the fragile beauty of living in 
the moment and produced an album that is a beautiful expression of life, 
learning and wondering. 

 
Paper Moon Shiners are an Austin, Texas duo who specialize in 
vintage songs and originals inspired by American music from the early 
twentieth century. Their old timey sensibility and vaudeville undertones 
command an infectiously entertaining evening with cracker blues, 
vintage jazz, swing, ragtime, Americana roots and folk. 

“Our music is linked with the past, sometimes surreal and funny, 
sometimes operatic and sad. We mine time periods that conjure up 
smoky,overcrowded speakeasies, dust-bowl medicine shows, 
Mississippi delta juke joints & Harlem renaissance nostalgic night clubs. 

 

 

www.straitmusic.com 

Helping Texans make music since 1963 
 

 

Will Taylor started Strings Attached as a genre-blurring collaboration with folk artists. 
Will’s vision invited the fusion of jazz and classical flavors with contemporary 
singer/songwriter genre- to dress up the latter with different jewelry: 
 
“Imagine what might happen”, suggests Taylor, “If we took Austin's most popular singer-
songwriters -- Abra Moore, or Jimmy LaFave, or Patrice Pike, or Ray Wylie Hubbard -- 
and let them perform, live, in a church? Then imagine if you paired those artists with 
acoustic "chamber" instruments -- cello, violin, viola, trumpet and hand drums -- and 
wrote new arrangements, adding dashes of jazz and classical music, that revealed new 
facets of their most beautiful or familiar songs?” 
 
"Imagine what might happen if you dared to blur all these boundaries between pop music 
and jazz, between rock music and classical music, between the musical realm and the 
lyrical realm, between the honky-tonk and the church, and in the spirit of art and fun and 
experimentation, you reached out for something . . . transcendent"- (Interview-Austin 
American Statesman) 
 
The transcendent music of Strings Attached has as its foundation  the architectural 
precision of composition and arranging from the classical tradition. Jazz influences the 
performance ethic allowing musicians to abandon the score to make spontaneous 
choices  in response to the present moment.  The spice of this magical brew is that 
irresistible zest of "swing" - the thing that gets people dancing. 
 
Strings Attached  backed Pearl Jam on Austin City Limits and  P Diddy  hired the band 
for NBC’s Tribute to the Troops. Ray Wylie Hubbard,  Eliza Gilkyson and legendary 
songwriters  Chip Taylor and James McMurtry have been featured collaborators with 
Strings Attached.   
 
"Will Taylor has a musical proposition for you -- a playful, dignified, off-kilter idea that 
brings honor to Austin's identity as 'The Live Music Capital of the World.' It's a cool 
concept. But it's just a bit . . . different.”   The Austin American-Statesman 
 

Special Thanks to Deep Eddy Media and Dave Pedley Photography   If 
this is your first Strings Attached Show, please visit the merchandise table 
for a free Mystery Bootleg CD to enjoy a wide range of our music in your 
car or at home.  You can also get one of these CDs if you volunteer for us. 
 

Strings Attached is available for your private events including weddings.  

Contact us anytime at: (512) 775-2371 will@willtaylor.com 


